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Spatially-Varying Diffuse Reflectance Capture Using Irradiance Map
Rendering for Image-Based Modeling Applications

Kasper S Ladefoged* Claus B. Madsen†

Department of Architecture, Design, and Media Technology - Aalborg University, Denmark

Figure 1: The figure shows five objects reconstructed using SfM. Left object show reconstructions rendered using the appearance
as texture. Right objects shows reconstructions rendered using the reflectance captured using the method proposed in this paper
as texture.

ABSTRACT

Image-based 3D modelling using Structure-form-Motion (SfM) has
matured significantly over the last decade. Standard SfM methods
create the object’s texture from the appearance of the physical object
at the time of acquisition. We propose a method for acquiring
the diffuse per-point reflectance of the modelled object, as part of
the image acquisition work flow, only adding one extra captured
image and an irradiance rendering step, making it easy for anyone
to digitize physical objects to create 3D content for AR/VR using
only consumer grade hardware. Current state of the art of spatially
varying reflectance capture requires either large, expensive, and
purpose built setups or are optimization based approaches, whereas
the proposed approach is model based.

This paper proposes adding a render of irradiance with modelled
camera and light source, using off the shelf hardware for image cap-
ture. The key element is taking two images at each imaging location:
one with just the ambient illumination conditions, and one where the
light from an on-camera flash is included. It is demonstrated how to
get the ambient illumination to cancel out, and by assuming Lamber-
tian materials, render the irradiance corresponding to the flash-only
image, enabling computation of spatially varying diffuse reflectance
rather than appearance. Qualitative results demonstrate the added
realism of the modelled objects when used as assets in renders under
varying illumination conditions, including limited outdoor scenarios.
Quantitative tests demonstrate that the reflectance can be estimated
correctly to within a few percent even in cases with severe un-even
ambient illumination.

*e-mail: ksla@create.aau.dk
†e-mail: cbm@create.aau.dk

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Rendering—Reflectance modeling; Computing methodologies—
Computer graphics—Image manipulation—Computational photog-
raphy; Computing methodologies—Computer vision—Computer
vision problems—Reconstruction

1 INTRODUCTION

Image-based 3D modelling using Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
techniques has matured significantly over the last decade. For an
overview of SfM see Özyeşil et al 2017 [30]. It is now a widely
used technique for obtaining accurate 3D digitization of physical
objects at any scale: entire cities, constructions sites, bridges, wind
turbines, down to sub-millimeter precision for surface roughness
quality control [26].

There is a host of solutions for SfM based 3D modelling, both
commercial and free e.g., Bentley ContextCapture [6], Agisoft
Metashape [1], Reality Capture [7] and VisualSFM [35] in con-
junction with MeshLab [10]. They all basically work the same way:
a set of uncalibrated images are acquired from different unknown
viewpoints of an object, the images are then fed into the software as
an un-ordered set, and the software performs the 3D reconstruction.
The SfM solutions provide: 1) the geometry of the object in the form
of a sparse 3D point cloud which is typically also triangulated in
to a dense 3D point cloud, 2) calibrations of all images used in the
reconstruction, i.e., the precise camera orientations and positions as
well as calibrations of the internal parameters such as focal length,
etc., and 3) a texture map associating each vertex in the point cloud
with a uv-coordinate in a texture atlas.

Since this texture atlas is made from the images originally ac-
quired to model the object, these textures represent appearance,
i.e., they represent what the object looks like in the illumination
environment of where it was captured. This might be fine for some
applications, but if one wants to really exploit the digitized 3D ob-
ject for visualization in another visual context, under other virtual
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illumination conditions, it would in fact be much better if the tex-
ture represented reflectance information as opposed to appearance.
An example of the difference in using appearance and reflectance
resulting from the proposed approach can be seen in Figure 1.

The main contribution that this paper presents is an approach to
capturing diffuse reflectance maps as part of the SfM workflow using
consumer grade hardware, by rendering the irradiance, making it
easy for anyone to digitize physical objects to create 3D content for
AR/VR. The approach uses two images taken at each location, rather
than just one: an image of the object under the given illumination
conditions, plus an image of the object where an on-camera flash is
added to the given illumination conditions. The approach does not
require direct measurement of incident illumination, instead this is
simulated using a approximated model of the on-camera flash.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related
work. An overview of the proposed approach is given in section
Section 3, to provide an intuitive understanding. Section 4 describes
assumptions of the proposed approach and contain the theoretical
basis for the solution, including irradiance model and surface inter-
action. The experimental results are presented in Section 5, followed
by the discussion in Section 6. Finally, concluding remarks are
presented in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

The field of reflectance capture can roughly be split into two cat-
egories: controlled lighting conditions and uncontrolled lighting
conditions. We limit the related work to the methods with controlled
lighting. This is due to the approach proposed in this paper being
based on the addition of light from an on-camera flash and the need
of a pair of images: one containing the ambient, unknown light, only,
and one containing both the ambient light and the light from the
on-camera flash.

Flash Photography Flash photography is not a new concept, and
has been used for a multitude of different applications [13,15,17,31].
In our proposed method flash photography leverages the fact that
light is additive. This makes it possible to isolate a known light
source that can then be simulated to generate the irradiance on each
point of the captured image. This has to the knowledge of the authors
not been done before.

Nam et al. 2018 [24] proposed an optimization based method
capturing both specular and diffuse properties while refining the
geometry, showing very promising results. Our method proposes
the use of already existing tools and simple to use methods in order
to simplify and utilize the advances in these related areas, thereby
creating a very simple and straight forward way to reconstruct a real-
world object and calculate the corresponding diffuse albedo. Due to
this, the steps needed to reproduce the proposed method is easy and
straight forward, with a limited need for specialized knowledge.

Furthermore, due to the inclusion of the calibrated flash, and the
resulting calibrated irradiance, the resulting diffuse albedo is correct
in relation to the radiometric world, a step that are not discussed
nor show in Nam et al. 2018. This enables the resulting diffuse
albedo to be usable for augmentation using calibrated lighting, such
as calibrated HDRI etc. omitting any user defined scaling necessary
for visual consistency.

To further differentiate from Nam et al. 2018 the irradiance
rendering step and using this as a fundamental parameter to calculate
reflectance, has not been investigated or shown possible before.

In-Shoot Artifact Based Methods Lensch et al. 2001 [20] pre-
sented an approach of capturing spatially varying appearance by
capturing multiple images of the object. The geometry of the object
was captured using a laser scanner, and further refined by hand.
The position and intensity of the light source was captured using a
mirroring sphere and the intensity by a gray card, whilst having a
known camera position. This method was extended by Lensch et al.
2003 [19] to include per-texel normal refinement and in Lensch et al.

2003 [21] describing a method for finding the most advantageous
measurement directions.

Goldman et al. 2010 [14] used the same principle techniques as
in Lensch et al. in [19–21] but mainly differed in the underlying
assumption of the BRDF model, where Lensch et al. 2001 [20]
expected analytical Lafortune models [18] where Goldman et al.
2010 [14] expected an underlying Ward model [34].

The proposed solution differs by using a static relative position
of the camera and light source removing the need for any in-shoot
equipment. This is done by calibrating the camera and light source
prior to the acquisition and using this to simulate the irradiance on
the surface rather than measuring it. Furthermore the geometry is
captured using the acquired images.

Multiple Light Sources or Cameras Instead of having a moving
camera or light source, a setup consisting of multiple light sources
and/or cameras can be conceived. Kohler et al. 2013 [16], Noll et al.
2013 [27], and Noll et al. 2015 [28] were all based on such a device
called the ”OrcaM”. This device allowed both reconstruction and
SVBRDF based on the Ward model [34] and non-linear optimization
[22]. The device had 633 static light sources mounted equidistantly
in a spherical array. Further seven cameras were mounted together
with a rotating glass plane which allowed for observations from both
upper and lower hemispheres.

Tunwattanapong et al. 2013 [33] created a similar approach with
a rotating arc containing 105 controllable LEDs enabling spherical
harmonic illumination condition with longer exposure times. Five
cameras and a turntable enable capture from different angles of the
object.

Chen et al. 2014 [9] introduced a generalized linear light source
reflectometry method using two sinusoidal lighting pattern, a camera,
and a linear light source. This enabled anisotropic surface reflectance
capture of small flat samples. Two prototype acquisition devices
were proposed, one with the camera position fixed with respect to the
material sample, and one where the camera was fixed with respect
to the linear light source.

These methods differ from the approach proposed in this paper
as they use highly specialized and inaccessible equipment whilst
using a high amount of point like light sources. Furthermore the
above mentioned methods are limited by the physical size of the
setup. Our approach works with a single on-camera light source
that is not limited to be point like. Our approach can be used in any
scale setup, provided that the on-camera flash is powerful enough
to compete with the natural light in the scene. Additionally the
proposed approach can move to the object instead of needing the
opposite.

Light-Weight Consumer Grade Setups Aittala et al. 2013 [2]
aimed for a light-weight, inexpensive approach, using a rigid setup
consisting of a display used for illumination and a camera. The
display emitted certain fourier basis patterns, enabling capture of
spatially varying BRDF modelled as a Mixture of Gaussian’s of
near-planer material samples.

Riviere et al. 2016 [32] also captured spatially varying BRDF
for near-planar material samples, but they used mobile hardware,
specifically the camera and flash unit. Rough specular BRDFs
could be captured using this approach, however highly specular
materials necessitated the use of an external light source, a screen
on a tablet was used for this. Using polarization the diffuse and
specular components were split and captured separately.

In the approach presented in Aittala et al. 2015 [3], the similarity
of reflectance on several points were exploited, which enabled re-
flectance capture using only two images. One with a flash, and one
without. Based on prior gathered observations, a regularized texture
statistic transfer was performed fitting spatially varying BRDF to
the respective data. The method was limited to flat material samples.

The methods presented have the limitation of only handling near-
planar cases. This is not a limitation of the proposed system as the



irradiance is simulated using the reconstructed geometry and the
extrinsic camera parameters following this.

3 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

An image of an object represents the appearance of the object under
some given illumination conditions, and each pixel corresponds to
a certain small surface patch, a “point”, on the object. Given only
an image the problem of determining per-point reflectance is ill-
posed. Reflectance cannot be estimated from appearance alone. If
an image shows a red surface we cannot know if it is a red surface
in white light, or a white surface in red light. Popularly speaking
the appearance is a product of 1) the reflectance at the point on the
object and 2) the total irradiance at that point. We remind the reader
that this paper is delimited to diffuse surfaces, as stated previously.
The proposed approach are illustrated in Figure 2.

Image Acquisition

3D
Reconstruction

Isolate Known
Light

Generate
Irradiance Maps

Calculate
Reflectance Re-Texture Model

Figure 2: The figure shows the main process of the proposed ap-
proach, starting from the image acquisition and ending with a tex-
tured, usable 3D object.

As described in Section 1 our approach is based on a basic idea
of capturing two images at each camera location (see Figures 3a
and 3b). The first image is the object lit only by the unknown
illumination conditions at the scene of capture. Let us call this the
ambient illumination image. The second image is the object lit
by both the ambient light and an on-camera flash. Let us call this
the ambient plus flash illumination image. Subtracting the former
from the latter results in an image of the object subject to flash-only
illumination (see Figure 3c). The unknown ambient illumination
cancels out completely.

Let us say that N acquisition points are used for capturing an
object. The N ambient illumination images are fed to some SfM
modelling software package, resulting in a triangulated 3D model
of the scene. It also provides camera positions, orientations and in-
trinsic parameters of all N images. Since the illumination conditions
from the known flash can be modelled, we can render an irradiance
image for the i’th camera location, where each pixel represents the
irradiance at the corresponding object surface point (see Figure 3d).

Given the irradiance image for the i’th image location it is simple
to compute the per-point reflectances simply by dividing the flash-
only image by the irradiance image (see Figure 3e). By doing this for
each of the N images, these new reflectance images can be used, in
place of the original images, in order to generate a diffuse reflectance
texture atlas.

4 FROM PIXEL VALUES TO DIFFUSE REFLECTANCES

The proposed approach rests on a number of assumptions. First
and foremost, we limit ourself to surfaces that act as perfect diffuse
reflectors i.e. follows the Lambertian reflectance model.

The object being captured is assumed to be static. Additionally
the camera is assumed to have a linear response curve so that for
any pixel a certain change in incoming radiance results in a propor-
tional change in pixel value. Furthermore, reflected light from the
environment, originating from the physical flash, is assumed not to
be present.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 3: Image (a) shows an acquisition image with only unknown
ambient illumination. The warmness of the image stems from the
white balance being set in regards to the on-camera flash. Image (b)
contains illumination from both the unknown ambient light and the
physical flash. Image (c) shows an image only containing illumina-
tion from the on-camera flash. Image (d) shows the irradiance image
for the given view point. And lastly, image (e) shows the captured
reflectance for the given view point.

Section 3 provided a brief, visual presentation of the proposed
approach to estimate spatially varying diffuse reflectances for re-
constructed objects. This section will elaborate on the theoretical
background for the approach. Let x denote a point on the surface of
an object being reconstructed. Let Lr(x) be the reflected radiance of
that point; since we assume the surface is a diffuse reflector, Lr(x) is
the same in all directions on the hemisphere, Ω, defined by the sur-
face normal of x. Let P(x) then be the pixel value of the projection
of x onto an image. Cameras essentially measure radiance [12], and
hence, for a camera with a linear response curve, P will be propor-
tional to Lr(x) with a certain unknown factor of proportionality, S:

P(x) = S ·Lr(x) (1)

Equation (1) is valid for each of the RGB color channels of the image,
with color channel dependent radiance levels. In fact, all derivations
presented in this section are per color channel. The reflected radi-
ance, Lr(x), is the appearance of the object at x. It depends on the
material reflectance at x and the light hitting x. The relationship is
determined by the Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function,
BRDF or fr(x) [4, 12, 25, 29]:

Lr(x) =
∫

Ω

fr(x) ·Li(x, ~ωi) · cos Θ d ~ωi (2)

where Li(x, ~ωi) is the incoming radiance at x from a certain direction
~ωi. For diffuse surfaces the BRDF is naturally, especially simple,
i.e., fr(x) = ρd(x)/π , where ρd(x) is the diffuse albedo at x. Thus,
for diffuse surfaces Equation (2) degenerates to:

Lr(x) =
ρd(x)

π

∫
Ω

Li(x, ~ωi) · cos Θ d ~ωi

=
ρd(x)

π
·E(x) (3)

where E(x) is the total irradiance at x. Combining Equations (1)



and (3):

P(x) = S · ρd(x)
π
·E(x) (4)

In this paper our objective is to estimate the diffuse reflectance,
ρd(x). The pixel values P(x) we have access to from images; the
camera response scale factor S is unknown, and the irradiance E(x) is
unknown, as it is the result of the unknown illumination conditions at
the scene of acquisition. Let us now return to the acquisition strategy
described in Section 3 where it was described that two images were
acquired at each camera location: one with just the unknown scene
illumination, and one with an on-camera flash in addition to the
unknown scene illumination. In the following, subscript u will
denote entities for the “unknown scene illumination” case, and u+ f
will denote entities for the “unknown scene illumination plus flash”
case.

Pu(x) = Su ·
ρd(x)

π
·Eu(x) (5)

Pu+ f (x) = Su+ f ·
ρd(x)

π
·
(
Eu(x)+E f (x)

)
(6)

It is important to note, that the camera response scale factor is
not necessarily the same in the two exposures, so they have also
received subscripts. The reason for this is that since there is more
light in the case when the flash is also fired, the camera settings, e.g.,
exposure time and aperture, may also need to change to get a properly
exposed image. As the scaling factors can be different we are
not allowed to subtract pixel values without compensating for this.
Correcting for the difference in scale factors, subtracting unknown
from unknown+flash images, and combining with Equations (5)
and (6):

Su

Su+ f
·Pu+ f (x)−Pu(x) = Su ·

ρd(x)
π
·E f (x)

m

ρd(x)
π

=

Su
Su+ f
·Pu+ f (x)−Pu(x)

Su ·E f (x)
(7)

Equation (7) show us that the diffuse reflectance, ρd(x), can be
expressed by pixel values from the two images, the camera scale fac-
tors and the irradiance generated by the flash. Hence, the unknown
scene illumination cancels out and no longer has any influence at
all. While we may not know the actual value of the camera scale
factors, the ratio of the two camera scale factors, Su

Su+ f
, is known,

as we can ensure that we alter the exposure in full f-stops. A full
f-stop could be going from an exposure time of 1/250s to 1/500s,
and the ratio of the scale factors would then be 0.5. Similarly, if
changing the aperture from f/5.6 to f/8, this would also result in
a scale factor ratio of 0.5. The remaining element in Equation (7)
is the irradiance generated by the flash, E f (x). We compute the
per-point flash irradiances by rendering an “irradiance image” of the
object, where each pixel value is the irradiance from the flash at the
object point corresponding to the pixel. The subsequent section will
describe how we perform this rendering, and how we calibrate the
rendering so that it will provide the Su ·E f (x) values that are needed
to compute the diffuse reflectance using Equation (7).

4.1 Computing Flash Irradiance Images
Practically there are multiple factors that should be kept in mind
at the acquisition of these image pairs, and throughout the process,
in order to simplify and optimise the proposed approach. As the
two images in an image pair should be aligned, the camera should
be placed on a tripod and a remote trigger should be used. White
balance should be calibrated to the on-camera flash, and be kept
static, to simplify the flash calibration, which in turn makes the

rendering of the irradiance simpler. The camera settings should be
manually controlled, with a static small aperture (high f-stop) and
low ISO, with a variable shutter speed. It is explained in Section 4
how an image pair using different settings can be used in order to
minimize the error coming from limitation in data precision. By
having a well exposed ambient light image the contribution of the
on-camera flash can be captured more precisely. This paper limits
the problem to use single exposure images, hence will not touch
upon multi exposure HDR images, though it would be interesting to
measure the improved precision related to this. It should be noted
that all work in this paper uses 14bit RAW images. Futhermore,
special care should be taken to not add gamma, color profiles etc.
throughout the process as this would skew the resulting reflectance.
In addition, the reconstructed object needs to be scaled in relation to
the real world in order to correctly render the irradiance. This can
be done using known points in the reconstruction. A ruler or pattern
is useful for this.

Once the 3D model has been reconstructed by an SfM method
using all the acquired unknown scene illumination images, the model
can be used to render irradiance images.

We render these irradiance images using 3Ds Max [5], in con-
junction with the V-Ray renderer [8]. We create a scene consisting
of the reconstructed object, a virtual camera, and a virtual flash,
(see Figure 4a). The virtual flash is modelled to match the emission
surface of the actual, physical flash used in acquisition. For the
reported experiments we have used a Godox Witstro AR400 ring
flash. The virtual camera is placed using camera calibration infor-
mation produced by the SfM software as part of the reconstruction
process. In the reported experiments we have used ContextCapture
by Bentley [6] due to showing good results in Nikolov and Mad-
sen 2016 [26]. ContextCapture produces an .xml file with position,
orientation, and internal camera parameters (e.g., focal length) for
each acquisition image. For each camera location we set up a virtual
camera in the 3Ds Max scene, and place the virtual flash accordingly.

The reconstructed object in the virtual scene is given an ideal
diffuse material (unity reflectance). From eq. (3) we see that a unity
BRDF will render to a reflected radiance in W/m2 ·sr which is equal
to the irradiance from the flash in W/m2, i.e. the rendered radiance
values can be treated as irradiance values. Now, all we need is to
determine how powerful the physical flash is. To calibrate the virtual
flash to the physical flash we performed the following calibration
process.

4.2 Virtual Flash Calibration and Validation

To simplify the flash calibration the falloff cone was assumed to be
constant, hence that a measurement at a single distance of the falloff
cone would be enough to fully characterize the shape. Furthermore,
the distance at which the calibration and validation is conducted
at, should preferably be about the distance used in the acquisition
process in order to minimize the impact of this simplification. We
modelled the physical flash’s emission surface geometrically, using
the entire surface as the light emitter (see Figure 4b). The simulated
flash was validated using a series of images of a moving constant
target giving a measured falloff profile. The target was chosen as
it had diffuse properties, minimizing specular reflections. This was
compared to rendered test images at equal distance to a virtual flat
surface. The intensity was calibrated and validated using a known
reflectance target at measured extrinsic parameters, though it should
be noted that the target was of older date, hence the relfectance on the
target contained some unknown error, resulting in some uncertainty
in the intensity calibrations. This was however not a problem with
the method, and should therefore result in precise intensity levels
using any known reflectance. This results in a virtual flash that
is calibrated in shape and intensity to the known on-camera flash,
which thereby enables the simulation of a per point irradiance on
the reconstructed object (see Figure 4c).



(a) (b)

. . .

(c)

Figure 4: Image (a) shows a scene with a reconstructed object in
the middle and the light source and camera pairs. Image (b) shows
a geometric model of the physical flash. Image (c) shows a series
of irradiance images from different view points, rendered from the
same scene, using the flash model seen above.

4.3 Constructing Diffuse Reflectance Texture Maps
With the calibrated flash, and using the appropriate virtual camera
settings, the irradiance images represent Su ·E f (X), as described in
Sections 4 and 4.1. Let Pi(x) = Su ·E f (X) and Equation (7) then
become:

ρd(x)
π

=

Su
Su+ f
·Pu+ f (x)−Pu(x)

Pi(x)
(8)

The result is a per viewpoint reflectance image (see Figure 5a). In
order to generate the corresponding texture map with reflectance
instead of appearance, the original images are swapped with the
reflectance images. The software is tricked into regenerating the
texture by deleting files that indicated the process was done, hence
generating a new texture map, from the reflectance images (see
Figure 5b).

5 RESULTS

The data sets were captured using a Canon 5Ds paired with a Canon
EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS USM lens with a Godox Witstro AR400
ring flash.

As we do not have access to any precise reflectance standard,
we conducted two experiments showing that the difference in pixel
values created by uneven lighting can be significantly reduced while
demonstrating that a material gets the same reflectance estimated
regardless of the unknown ambient illumination. Specifically we
placed a clay brick in lighting conditions with a powerful light on one
side and soft light on the other. Naturally the estimated reflectance
should be the same on both sides of the brick.

First, in order to validate that the two sides of the brick had
equal mean reflectance, an image of each side was captured under

. . .

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Figure (a) shows a series of per view reflectance im-
ages. Figure (b) shows the texture maps generated from the above
reflectance images.

the exact same lighting condition (see Figures 6a and 6b). The
measured difference of the two sides for each color channel was:
R = 0.001, G = 0.005, B = 0.004, with standard deviations of: Side
A:σR = 0.020, σG = 0.010., σB = 0.012 and Side B: σR = 0.021,
σG = 0.012., σB = 0.011. This confirms that the reflectance on both
sides of the red clay brick are very close, both in mean values and
standard deviations.

The brick was then placed in a setup with a prominent light
source illuminating one side of the brick, leaving the opposite side
in shadow (see Figure 6c). We then used the proposed approach
to capture the reflectance of the object. The measurements for the
ground truth, appearance, and reflectance can be seen in Table 1.

Comparing the ∆, for the calculated reflectance, we observe an
improvement in all three color channels. The biggest difference
being in the red color channel which is ≈ 3 times closer to the
ground truth, going from an error of 0.046 to 0.013. The mean color
difference in the green and blue channels are both at 0.001 which
is lower than the ground truth’s value of 0.005, 0.004 respectively.
However the difference between the ∆ of the green and blue are
closer to the ground truth than the same values in the appearance
measurements.

The standard deviation are about halved between the ground truth
and the appearance measurements. This reduction is negated in the
calculated reflectance, giving standard deviation value that have a
maximum error of 0.004 in σR on the B side. The corresponding
maximum error in the appearance is 0.008 but are in general also
higher with a absolute mean error of all the standard deviations of
0.007 compared to 0.001 for the calculated reflectance.

A bust was captured in three different lighting conditions, inside
a lab with static lighting, inside in a seminar room with large win-
dows in two of the four walls, and lastly outside on a sunny day
in the shadow of a building. By comparing identical areas of the
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Figure 6: Images (a) and (b) show the two sides of the brick in the
same illumination. Image (c) shows the test setup consisting of the
red brick, and piece of paper with a printed texture and marks to
calculate scale, and a measuring stick to validate the scale. Image
(d) shows the same scene from a different angle, only illuminated by
the physical flash.

Figure 7: The figure shows the patches used to investigate the
proposed methods invariance to unknown lighting conditions and
general reproducibility. The position of the five patches are marked,
with the three patches and their mean R, G, and B reflectance values.

reconstructed objects (see Figure 7 for the location of the areas) and
finding the maximum error of these areas, the proposed methods
invariance to lighting environments can be evaluated.

The mean reflectance and standard deviation was calculated for
each patch and then used to find the biggest error, in this case the
biggest difference between the three lighting scenarios. The biggest
error in the mean reflectance was between for the patch on the arm
between the outside and laboratory light scenarios with an error of
0.23. The mean error across all the patches are however lower at

Ground Truth
R G B σR σG σB

A 0.237 0.106 0.047 0.020 0.010 0.012
B 0.236 0.111 0.051 0.021 0.012 0.011
∆ 0.001 0.005 0.004

Apperance
R G B σR σG σB

A 0.155 0.026 0.009 0.014 0.005 0.004
B 0.108 0.018 0.005 0.018 0.004 0.003
∆ 0.047 0.008 0.004

Calculated Reflectance
R G B σR σG σB

A 0.302 0.138 0.060 0.019 0.013 0.013
B 0.288 0.137 0.061 0.025 0.012 0.010
∆ 0.014 0.001 0.001

Table 1: The measured values of the two vertical face pairs on the
brick. X being the mean value of the given color channel, and σX
being the standard deviation of the given color channel.

0.16. The standard deviation from the patches are closer to each
other, with the highest error observed on the neck patch with 0.06
The mean error in standard deviation is 0.03 (See Table 2 for specific
numerical values).

Comparing the three versions of the bust visually (see Figure 8)
there is only minor observable differences which can be credited to
the difference in quality of the reconstructed mesh itself.

In order to assess the visual improvements of using the calculated
reflectance based texture maps, as opposed to appearance based
texture maps, the reconstructed objects are illuminated with a series
of lighting conditions (see Figure 9) on the very last page of the
paper.

Using the appearance for the texture maps is the same as using the
direct output from an SfM pipeline, this would be the naive use of a
reconstructed object. Inspecting the objects where the appearance
is used as texture maps (see the objects on the left of each image in
Figure 9) the object is darker. Additionally, shadows present from
the unknown lighting at the time of acquisition are still present as
part of the texture maps, this is especially noticeable on the Roman
Beam in Figure 9.

These effects are especially noticeable when compared to the
corresponding renders with the calculated reflectance used as the
texture maps where these artifacts are no longer present. Further-
more, the objects using the calculated reflectance reacts and blends
better with the lighting environments.

6 DISCUSSION

The proposed approach shows significant improvements in both
the difference of mean color values between side A and B, and the
standard distribution of the before mentioned color values. The
difference of mean color values is showing both a reduction in error
and the relation between each other compared to the appearance
based measurements that have a tendency towards the red channel.
Comparing results from the brick and the patches, there is an increase
in error. This could be due to the need of reconstructing the mesh and
estimating camera positions for each lighting scenario. This could
lead to error propagating to the irradiance generations and hence the
reflectance calculation. This error would however decrease with the
improvement of the SfM pipeline.Looking at the quantitative results,
there is still room for improvements. The error in ∆ of the green and
blue channels, compared to the ground truth, though the relations
between them are improved, could be due to not handling inter-
reflections from the surface that the object of interest was placed



Broach Chest Neck Arm Forehead
Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD Mean STD

Outside 0.74 0.07 0.70 0.06 0.77 0.05 0.81 0.07 0.71 0.07
Inside 0.86 0.06 0.68 0.05 0.90 0.03 0.70 0.08 0.91 0.04

Laboratory 0.72 0.08 0.58 0.05 0.78 0.09 0.58 0.08 0.82 0.06
Max Error 0.14 0.02 0.12 0.01 0.13 0.06 0.23 0.01 0.20 0.03

Table 2: The table shows the mean reflectance value and standard deviation for each patch of three capturing environments. The max error is
calculated to show the worst case for each patch.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 8: The figures show the results of capturing the same object
in three difference environments. Left: Captured inside a lab with
static lighting only. Middle: Captured inside seminar room with
mixed static and dynamic lighting coming from outside facing win-
dows. Right: Captured outside on a sunny day in the shadow of a
building.

on, the precision of the flash calibrations, or inaccuracies in the 3D
reconstruction. The inter-reflections could be handled developing an
iterative method of refining the estimated irradiance, similar to Dong
et al. 2014 [11], Xia et al. 2016 [36], or Madsen et al. 2011 [23].
The impact of each step would need further investigation.

Looking at the standard deviations, the appearance measurements
are lower, which indicates a reduction in variation of the texture,
flattening of the colors, or loss of contrast. This is improved in the
calculated reflectance with a absolute mean error of all the standard
deviations of 0.001 compared to 0.007 for the appearance. This
should give a better representation of the variations in the texture of
the object.

In the patch test, the maximum mean error of 0.23 combined
with the low maximum standard deviation error of 0.06 indicates

that the error stems from some kind of scaling factor. This could
originate from error in the camera estimation from the reconstruction
leading to an global under or over simulation of the irradiance.
This is further supported as there is no noticeable color shift in
the three scenarios, pointing towards this scaling factor instead of
the unknown lighting being the reason. If the unknown lighting
was the reason, a shift towards either blue or red between the the
reconstructions would have been observable due to differentiating
color temperatures. Furthermore, it is shown that the proposed
method also works for certain outdoor lighting scenarios.

Inspecting the 3D objects, utilizing the reflectance calculated by
our approach, in different synthetic lighting scenarios, a significant
improvement can be observed. The mismatch in intensity and error
stemming from inconsistent lighting at the time of acquisition, are
present in the 3D objects using the appearance as texture but are
not observable in the 3D objects using the calculated reflectance
as textures. Furthermore the before mentioned improvements in
standard deviations can be observed by the increased variation in the
textures between the two.

7 CONCLUSION

The presented approach captures spatially varying diffuse reflectance
in an SfM pipeline by capturing one additional image per image
position, and simulating the per pixel irradiance for each position.
Quantitatively, as well as qualitatively, it is shown to be an improve-
ment compared to appearance based texture maps. Using only a
minimal amount of extra consumer grade equipment and acquisition
work for SfM techniques, this enables anyone to easily digitize phys-
ical object to use as 3D content for a multitude of purposes, f.eks.
AR or VR. Additionally the proposed technique is applicable to
unconstrained, unknown illumination condition scenarios, including
limited outdoor scenarios. Future work would include incorporating
specular properties and handling inter-reflections.
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Figure 9: The figure shows the results of our method. Each test object (column) is shown with a picture from the acquisition (row 1) followed
by five different lighting environments (row 2-5). In all the images, the left object is using the appearance as texture. This represents the output
of an SfM pipeline. The right object in each image are using the reflectance calculated by our proposed method.


